Two important trends have significantly influenced the application of multi-attribute preference measurement techniques (conjoint analysis) in recent years. First, as products become more complex and as consumers become more informed about various product features, marketers wish to measure consumers' multi-attribute preferences over a large number of product attributes (Bradlow 2005 , Netzer et al. 2007 , Rao and Hauser 2004 . Applications of conjoint analysis have been conducted for hotels, credit cards, and technological products using up to 50 product attributes (for examples see Wind 2004 and Wind et al. 1989) . The second trend involves the move of the market research industry to web-based data collection. For conjoint analysis applications, the move to computerized data collection allowed researchers to develop adaptive questionnaires such as the Adaptive Conjoint Analysis (hereafter ACA ; Johnson 1987) or the Fast Polyhedral method (hereafter FPM; Toubia et al. 2003 ) that maximize the information collected in each question. However, the advent of the web has also produced a decrease in respondents' patience for long questionnaires. Consequently, even adaptive conjoint analysis methods are limited in their ability to handle complex problems with a large number of attributes and attribute levels.
The self-explicated method (hereafter SEM; Leigh, MacKay and Summers 1984; Marder 1997; Srinivasan 1988; Srinivasan and Wyner 1989) is well suited to estimate consumer preferences for multi-attribute products that involve a large number of attributes, but it is often criticized for not capturing the trade-offs consumers are faced with when making decisions (Green and Srinivasan 1990 ).
Two methods are commonly used to estimate attribute importances in self-explicated studies: ratings and constant-sum allocation. A common problem with the ratings approach is that it does not explicitly capture the trade-offs between attributes; it is easy for respondents to say that every attribute is important. The constant-sum approach overcomes this limitation, but when the number of product attributes is large (say, ten or more), it becomes difficult for the respondent to divide a constant sum among all the attributes. In this paper, we propose a computer-based self-explicated approach that overcomes the limitations of traditional self-explicated approaches. Our approach breaks down the attribute importance question into a sequence of constant-sum paired comparison questions between two product attributes at a time (not two partial product profiles at a time as in ACA or FPM). We first developed a fixed orthogonal design of paired comparison questions and then extended it to an adaptive questionnaire, which we call Adaptive Self-Explication (hereafter ASE, pronounced as ACE). The ASE includes a rank-order task of attribute importances followed by a sequence of constant-sum paired comparison questions chosen adaptively for each respondent to maximize the information elicited from each question. The proposed approach provides an improvement over current self-explicated methods on several dimensions. First, unlike rating-scale methods, constant-sum paired comparison questions allow us to capture trade-offs between product attributes. Second, breaking down the attribute importances question into a set of constant-sum paired comparison questions permits studying problems with a relatively large number of attributes, eliminating the difficulty of performing the constant sum task across all attributes. Third, the adaptive nature of the questionnaire allows us to reduce the number of questions we ask each respondent and thus reduce respondents' burden and improve predictions. Finally, unlike the traditional self-explicated approach, the proposed approach provides standard errors for attribute importances.
We used two empirical applications to test our proposed approach. The first study involved MBA students choosing among actual job offers to compare the predictive ability of ACA with an orthogonal fixed design approach to choosing the set of paired comparisons. In a second study, we measured preferences for digital cameras described along twelve attributes to compare the predictive validity of the adaptive version (ASE) with the predictive validity of the ACA, FPM, and SEM (the traditional self-explicated method). The methods were estimated both using traditional and hierarchical Bayes estimation. We found a significant and substantial improvement in predictive validity for ASE relative to the alternative methods, even for a relatively short ASE questionnaire.
In the next section, we describe our proposed approach. We then describe the two empirical applications and compare our proposed approaches to alternative preference measurement methods.
We conclude with a discussion and directions for future research.
IMPROVING THE SELF-EXPLICATED APPROACH
The predictive ability of traditional preference measurement methods such as the full profile method (Green and Rao 1971) and choice-based conjoint analysis has been tested and validated in several studies (e.g., Elrod, Louviere, and Davey 1992; Huber et al. 1993; Jain et al. 1979 ). Green and Srinivasan (1990) and Orme (2003) stated that these methods are not suitable for problems involving a large number of attributes because respondents can not effectively process more than about six attributes at a time. Orme (2003) reported that partial-profile choice-based conjoint analysis can handle more attributes, but individual level estimation under hierarchical Bayes does not always produce stable individual level part-worths. The SEM (Srinivasan 1988) , on the other hand, is capable of handling a larger number of product attributes, but it carries its own limitations (Green and Srinivasan 1990) . Hybrid methods such as hybrid conjoint analysis (Green, Goldberg and Montemayor 1981; Marshall and Bradlow 2002; Ter Hofstede, Kim and Wedel 2002) , FPM (Toubia et al. 2003) , and ACA (Johnson 1987 ) that combines the self-explicated stage with graded paired comparisons of partial product profiles, have been proposed to overcome these problems. Evidence regarding their ability to improve predictive validity over full-profile analysis or a self-explicated task is mixed (cf. Agarwal and Green 1991; Green 1984; Green, Krieger, and Agarwal 1991; Srinivasan 1988; Srinivasan and Park 1997) . We describe below an alternative approach to overcome the limitations of the traditional self-explicated approach. In the proposed approach, the self-explicated attribute importances are collected using a sequence of paired comparison constant-sum questions, thus capturing the tradeoffs between attributes. We first briefly describe the SEM then detail two approaches to extend the SEM.
The Traditional Self-Explicated Method (SEM)
The SEM includes two data collection stages: the desirability of attribute levels within each attribute and the relative attribute importance across attributes (Srinivasan 1988; Srinivasan and Wyner 1989) . In the first stage, respondents use a rating scale to evaluate how desirable each one of the levels of each product attribute is to them. In the second stage, respondents are asked to evaluate how important each attribute is to them. Srinivasan (1988) has shown that attribute importance in the self-explicated approach needs to be defined as the improvement from the least to the most preferred level of the attribute. Accordingly, in the importance question, respondents are asked to evaluate how important the improvement from the least to the most preferred level of each attribute is to them. This question format is currently the approach implemented in Sawtooth's ACA software.
Regardless of the method used to obtain the within and between attributes self-explicated data, the self-explicated part-worths are calculated as follows:
1)
Rescale the desirability ratings such that the most preferred attribute level of each attribute receives a rating of 10 and the least preferred level of each attribute receives a rating of 0.
Rescale the intermediate levels of each attribute accordingly. Let jk D be the rescaled desirability ratings (on a scale of 0-10) for level k (k=1,2,…,K) of attribute j (j=1,2,…,J). 
3)
To obtain the self-explicated part-worths, multiply the importance measure by the rescaled desirability ratings:
It should be noted that since the desirability ratings are rescaled such that the most preferred level (m) is 10 and the least preferred level (l) is zero, the part-worth of the most preferred level is 10 jm j P W = × . Similarly, the part-worth of the least preferred level is 0 0 jl j P W = × = , thus the range of the part-worth function for attribute j is simply 10 j W × . This is the rationale (Srinivasan 1988 ) behind asking the importance question as the improvement from the least to the most preferred level.
The most commonly used scale to measure attribute importances is a rating scale (e.g., a 7-point scale), where the respondents are asked to rate how important the improvement from the least to the most preferred level of the attribute is to them. There are several reasons for the popularity of the rating scale approach. First, ratings are relatively easy for respondents to complete (Krosnick 1999) .
Second, by using rating scales one can incorporate a large number of product attributes. Finally,
rating scales are easy to analyze. However, there are limitations with collecting attribute importances using a rating scale. First, since there is no tradeoff involved, respondents tend to state that all attributes are important (Krosnick and Alwin 1988) . This often leads to a relatively narrow 1 In all the methods studied in this paper, the data are collected and all parameters are estimated at the individual level.
For ease of exposition, we left out the subscript i for individuals (i=1,…,I).
distribution of attribute importances. Second, attribute importance is a ratio-scaled quantity. As such, collecting respondents' input using a ratio scale seems more appropriate.
One possible ratio-scaled approach to collect attribute importances is the constant-sum scale wherein respondents are asked to allocate (say) 100 points across the different product attributes to reflect the relative importance of each attribute. This approach minimizes the problems above, but introduces a new problem; even the most diligent respondent finds it difficult to allocate a constant sum across a large number of attributes (e.g., 10 or more). Our proposed approach helps to alleviate this problem by breaking down the constant-sum question across all attributes into a sequence of constant-sum paired comparison questions.
While maintaining the general framework of the self-explicated approach as described in Equation (1), the objective of this research is to improve the estimation of the individual-level attribute importances ( j W ) in a way that would introduce trade-offs, yet avoid respondents'
overload.
Constant-Sum Paired Comparisons Approach for Attribute Importance Elicitation
The general idea behind our proposed approaches is to reduce respondents' burden by breaking down the cognitively demanding constant-sum allocation across the full set of attribute importances into a subset of constant-sum allocations between two attributes at a time. The constant-sum paired comparison approach was found to be a reliable method to capture preferences (Axelrod 1968 , Saaty 1980 ) and has been successfully used in the Assessor model of Silk and Urban (1978) . A possible difficulty with breaking down the constant-sum allocation question into a set of paired comparison questions is that when the number of product attributes becomes large, the number of possible paired comparison questions increases significantly. More specifically, there are ( 1)/2 J J × − possible pairs, where J is the number of product attributes. Thus, even for a problem with ten product attributes there are 45 possible paired comparison questions. To reduce the number of paired comparison questions we propose two mechanisms. We first describe a fixed orthogonal design and then introduce an adaptive approach.
Fixed Orthogonal Design Self-Explicated Approach
Data Collection -In this approach, we choose a subset of all possible paired comparisons using an orthogonal balanced incomplete block design (Clatworthy 1973) . This approach guarantees that each product attribute will appear in multiple paired comparison questions (see Johnson and VanDyk (1975) for a related approach). The orthogonal design also guarantees that the importance estimates are statistically independent (see David 1988, Chapter 5) . In choosing the number of paired comparison questions the researcher has to consider the tradeoff between respondents' increased burden, which may lead to decrease in data quality, and the desire for more data.
Thus, similar to the first stage in the traditional self-explicated approach, in the proposed approach we first ask a set of desirability ratings, one for each attribute level (see Figure A .1 in the Appendix for a screen shot of a desirability ratings scale). The second stage includes a set of constant-sum paired comparison questions. In each question, the respondent is asked to allocate 100 points, using a sliding bar, to reflect her relative importance for the improvement from the least to the most preferred levels of two attributes 2 (see Figure A .2 in the Appendix for a screen shot of a constant-sum paired comparison question). If one wishes to estimate the likelihood of purchase in the product category, one can add a third stage including a set of purchase intention questions for several product profiles (e.g., five profiles) after the paired comparison questions. This approach is used in ACA.
Estimating the Attribute Importances and Part-Worths -The output from each one of the constant-sum paired comparison questions is a ratio between the importances of two attributes. Given the set of attribute importances ratios, we use a log-linear multiple regression to estimate the attribute importances. We outline the estimation procedure below:
1. Let j W be the importance of attribute j.
The ratio of the importances of attribute
where the log is taken to the base 10 (without loss of generality). Thus 
To summarize, the fixed orthogonal design self-explicated approach breaks down the constantsum allocation across all product attributes into a set of paired comparison constant-sum allocation questions between two attributes at a time. The set of paired comparison questions are chosen from a balanced orthogonal design. The attribute importances and the corresponding (approximate) standard errors are estimated using a log-linear regression.
A limitation of the fixed design approach is that it does not utilize the opportunity offered by web-based questionnaires to dynamically customize the questionnaire based on the respondent's previous answers to maximize the information obtained from each question. Next, we propose such an adaptive approach to select the set of constant-sum paired comparison questions.
Adaptive Self-Explicated Approach
The adaptive self-explicated approach differs from the fixed orthogonal design approach described above in the method we use to choose which constant-sum paired comparison questions to ask each respondent. The general idea behind the ASE is to ask the respondent to compare only a subset of the attributes for the purpose of eliciting attribute importances. To do so, the ASE approach involves asking the respondent to initially rank the attributes in terms of importance. Of course, this provides only ordinal information, not the required ratio-scaled importance. However, we utilize the ranking information to interpolate the importance of the attributes not asked. The interpolation creates error and the adaptive methodology selects the attributes for paired comparisons so as to minimize the maximum interpolation error at each stage (this will be elaborated shortly). A second consideration is that we would like to assess the consistency of the respondent in providing the constant sum paired comparisons. Consistent paired comparisons should be transitive.
Furthermore, the constant sum data are ratio-scaled. Consequently, denoting by A, B, and C the importances of three attributes, if A/B=2 and B/C=3 then a consistent ratio for A/C should be 6.
To assess the consistency of the respondents' input, we built in some redundancy in the paired comparison questions and the log-linear regression's adjusted-R squared provides a measure of consistency and the extent of ratio-scaling of the respondent's data. The redundant paired comparisons also permit us to determine (approximate) standard errors for the estimated importances.
Data Collection:
1. In the first step the respondent is asked to rank all the product attributes based on their importance to her (see Figure A .3 in the Appendix for a screen shot of the attribute importance ranking task). 4 Let us, without loss of generality, re-label the attributes so that 1 denotes the most important attribute in the ranking task, 2 denotes the second most important attribute, …, J denotes the least important attribute.
2. Based on the ranking data the respondent is asked three constant-sum paired comparison questions similar to the constant-sum paired comparison questions used in the fixed orthogonal design (see Figure A .2 in the Appendix). The three questions compare the attribute ranked first with the attribute ranked last; the attribute ranked first with the attribute ranked middle (i.e., the attribute ranked (J+1)/2 for odd J or the attribute ranked J/2 for even J); and the attribute ranked middle with the attribute ranked last.
3. Using the log-linear multiple regression described above, estimate the attribute importances of Because the number 2 in the denominator is common across intervals, the next interval to be opened would be the interval with the maximal ( ) (# of intermediate attributes)
Although the procedure minimizes the maximum interpolation error at each iteration, we recognize that this does not necessarily produce global optimality over the whole procedure. The possible use of a dynamic programming algorithm would be computationally too time consuming for web-based real-time data collection.
5. When an interval is selected to be opened, the middle attribute in the interval is chosen as the attribute to measure importance (the logic is again one of minimizing maximum possible interpolation error). Two additional paired comparison questions are asked, one comparing the attribute at the top of the interval with the attribute at the middle of the interval and a second comparing the attribute at the middle of the interval with the attribute at the bottom of the interval. These two paired comparisons are added to all the previously collected paired comparisons for this respondent, and the log-linear regression is re-estimated to obtain the importance of the previous attributes plus the newly chosen attribute. Although one of these two paired comparisons is sufficient for the purpose of estimating the importance of the new attribute, we ask both comparisons, so that the consistency and ratio-scaled nature of the respondent's data can be determined by the adjusted R-squared measure, and in order to estimate the (approximate) standard errors of the estimated importances. 
are the standard deviations and covariance from the output of the log-linear regression and α is a user defined factor. Note that this stopping criterion follows the same structure and rationale of the familiar t-test.
7. The attribute importances for the attributes not included in the paired comparisons are linearly interpolated based on the ranks using the attributes at the top and bottom of the corresponding interval. 6 The (approximate) standard errors for the interpolated attributes are computed based on the standard errors (and covariance) of the corresponding top and bottom attributes. Figure 3 , we depict an example of the iterative paired comparison questions selection for one respondent. At the first stage the computer asked three paired comparison questions comparing the highest ranked attribute (resolution) for this respondent with the lowest ranked attribute (video clip), the highest ranked with the middle ranked (battery life), and the middle ranked with the lowest ranked. The ASE alogrithm then used the log-linear regression to estimate the importance for resolution, battery life, and video clip. These numbers are reported in Figure 3 as the first column of numbers (these are scaled in such a way that the importance for these three attributes together with those of the remaining nine attributes obtained through interpolation add to 100). Given these 
Estimating the Attribute Importances and Part-Worths -The estimation procedure of the ASE is very similar to that of the fixed orthogonal design described above. One difference is that in the ASE we normalize the respondent's highest ranked attribute importance 2 highest V = , thus 2 10 100
Additionally, in the fixed orthogonal design, the vector of attribute importances {V } is estimated only once after the data collection stage is complete. In the ASE, on the other hand, the estimation procedure is repeated at each iteration (i.e., after adding an intermediate attribute of an interval and the corresponding additional pair of constant-sum paired comparison questions). In adaptive questionnaires it is crucial that the parameters estimates could be estimated in real time to avoid delay in the questionnaire progress. Since the ASE estimation procedure involves a simple log-linear multiple regression, the estimation of attribute importances is extremely fast and the respondent is not aware of the computation being done in the background.
In the next section, we describe the empirical applications used to test the predictive ability of the proposed fixed orthogonal design self-explicated approach and the ASE approach.
EMPIRICAL APPLICATIONS
We used two empirical applications to test the ability of the fixed orthogonal design selfexplicated method and the ASE method to measure preferences and predict choices relative to the existing conjoint analysis and self-explicated methods. We compared the fixed orthogonal design self-explicated method to the ACA method using MBAs' real job choices on eight attributes and we used preferences for digital cameras on twelve attributes to compare the ASE to ACA, FPM and the traditional self-explicated method (SEM).
Empirical Application 1 -Fixed Orthogonal Design -MBA Job Choices
We used MBA students choosing among actual job offers as the context for our first empirical application. This context offers an opportunity to validate the preference measurement methods using real decisions. To allow comparability to previous studies, we used the same eight attributes and their corresponding levels (total number of levels = 27) as in Srinivasan (1988) , Srinivasan and Park (1997) and Wittink and Montgomery (1979) . The attributes and levels are shown in Figure 1 of Srinivasan (1988) .
During January-February of 2001 and 2002 we collected data from 168 second year MBA students in a West Coast University and conducted a survey "to determine how important different factors are in choosing among job offers". It should be noted that none of the students had already chosen a job at the time of survey. The final sample size of 168 includes only those respondents who filled out both surveys -see below-and leaves out those students who received only one job offer in which case there is no prediction to be made. In this empirical application, we compared the proposed fixed orthogonal design self-explicated approach to the ACA. We chose the ACA as a comparison approach due its ability to handle a relatively large number of product attributes and its popularity in the marketing research industry. Respondents were randomly assigned to the fixed orthogonal design self-explicated condition (n=87) or to the ACA condition (n=81).
Respondents in the fixed orthogonal design self-explicated condition first completed a set of eight desirability ratings screens, followed by a full factorial 28 constant-sum paired comparison questions (see Figures A1 and A2 in the Appendix for the format of the questions). Respondents in the ACA condition first completed a ratings-based self-explicated survey. The self-explicated stage consists of eight desirability ratings screens similar to the ones used in the fixed orthogonal design self-explicated method followed by eight attribute importance ratings. In the attribute importance questions respondents were asked to rate, on a 7-point scale, the importance to them of the improvement from the lowest to the highest level of each attribute. The second stage of the ACA survey included 30 paired comparison questions. The first 21 questions asked respondents to rate their relative preference between two profiles with two attributes each followed by nine paired comparison questions comparing two profiles with three attributes each. There was no significant difference in the time taken to complete the two types of surveys.
Respondents were again polled in June after they had chosen their job among the multiple job offers they received (average number of job offers received = 3.11). The second survey elicited attribute values for each of the offers received and the job chosen. The part-worth functions obtained from the preference elicitation earlier in the year were used to predict which of the offers the MBAs who participated in the survey would accept and this was compared with the actual job chosen.
Validation Results (% of job choices correctly predicted):
Fixed orthogonal design self-explicated method 65.9%
Adaptive Conjoint Analysis 61.1%
The improved self-explicated method proposed in this paper produced a slightly higher (not statistically significant) predictive validity compared to Adaptive Conjoint Analysis. Both the validation results are substantially and statistically significantly (p <.001) better than the percentage of choices correctly predicted by random choice (36.2%).
Empirical Application 2 -ASE -Digital Cameras
In the second empirical application, we compared the ASE to several commonly used preference measurement methods in the context of digital cameras. We chose digital cameras for several reasons. First, digital cameras seem to be a relevant product category for our respondents (38% of the respondents stated that they purchased a digital camera in the 12 months prior to the survey).
Second, the proposed ASE is particularly useful, relative to the full profile methods, in situations where the number of attributes is relatively large. Digital cameras tend to be described by a large number of attributes. Shopping engines such as Yahoo Shopping © , and online retail stores such as BestBuy.com © , describe digital cameras along more than 40 attributes. To keep our empirical application meaningful and realistic we conducted a pretest study to eliminate unacceptable levels and narrow down the number of product attributes. Based on the pre-test we chose a set of 12 attributes which respondents found to be most important (see Table 1 for a list of the 12 attributes and the corresponding levels).
Research Design
Our empirical analysis included 154 respondents 7 who were recruited through the behavioral lab of a West Coast university in 2004. In addition to the ACA used in the first empirical application, we compared the ASE with the recently developed adaptive Fast Polyhedral Method (FPM; Toubia, Hauser, and Garcia 2007; Toubia, Hauser, and Simester 2004; Toubia et al. 2003) . Toubia et al. (2003) suggested that the FPM is particularly useful in allowing the researcher to increase the number of product attributes and reduce respondents' burden. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of three preference measurement conditions: ASE (n=52), ACA (n=49) and FPM (n=50). In all the 7 Three respondents were omitted due to incomplete survey data.
conditions, respondents first completed a validation task, described subsequently. Following the validation task, respondents completed the preference measurement task (see Table 2 for the research design in the three conditions). We conducted the validation task before the preference measurement task in order to avoid any possible effect of the preference measurement task on the validation task.
The reverse bias of the validation task influencing preference measurement is minimal because all the methods first measured the relative desirabilities of all the levels of all twelve attributes (with a total of 42 levels) right after the validation task. This is a time consuming task so that short term memory from the validation task to the paired comparison task is minimized. Finally, all respondents completed a post survey evaluation, rating the preference measurement task in terms of difficulty, clarity, enjoyment, and perceived ability to capture one's preferences. Respondents also provided some individual characteristics such as age, gender, and familiarity and ownership of digital cameras. Table 2 about here
In the ASE task, respondents first completed 12 desirability rating tasks, one screen for all the levels of a single attribute. Following the desirability ratings task, respondents ranked the 12 improvements from the least preferred to the most preferred levels of each attribute. Based on the ranking task, each respondent was asked up to 21 adaptive constant-sum paired comparison questions comparing the improvement from the least preferred to most preferred level of two attributes at a time. We concluded the adaptive procedure when the ratio on the left hand side of equation (3) Respondents in the ACA and FPM conditions first completed 12 desirability rating scales, similar to the ones used in the ASE, followed by a rating-based attribute importances task in which respondents rated, on a 7-point scale, the importance to them of the improvement from the least preferred to the most preferred level of each attribute. These two steps constitute the traditional rating-based self-explicated questionnaire (SEM). We used these data separately to compare the ASE to the SEM. After the SEM task, respondents in the ACA and FPM conditions rated their relative preferences on a 9-point scale between a pair of partial product profiles. Each respondent completed For the ACA questionnaire design and estimation we used Sawtooth's SSI-Web Version 3.5.0.
We used the open source code in http://mitsloan.mit.edu/vc to implement the FPM adaptive survey and estimate the part-worths using the analytical center approach. 8 Using a professional programmer, we designed the interface of the FPM questionnaire similar to that of the ACA. Thus, the ACA and FPM provided similar respondent's interface, the only difference between the two methods is the adaptive mechanism used to choose the paired comparison questions.
It should be noted that in all methods we used the part-worth model (Green and Srinivasan 1978) and did not impose any restrictions on the part-worth function.
The Validation Task -The validation task included choices from each of two choice sets of four digital cameras each varying along 12 attributes. The procedure we employed to choose the validation choice sets ensured that each choice set would be Pareto-optimal, i.e., none of the cameras within a choice set dominated any other. First, we created a 64-profile fractional factorial design.
From this design we randomly sampled 100 choice sets of four alternatives each. We then eliminated choice sets in which there were more than four ties of attribute levels for at least one pair of alternatives or choice sets that had at least one identical attribute level across the four alternatives.
From the remaining choice sets we chose four choice sets that minimize the Kendal Tau measure.
9
Each respondent was asked to rank the four alternatives in terms of their preferences in each of the two choice sets randomly chosen from the four possible choice sets. We used the same validation task across the three preference measurement method conditions.
Predictive Validity
Individual-Level Predictions -In Table 3 , we report the individual-level predictive validity measures for the ASE, ACA, FPM, and SEM. Since we did not find significant order effect for the two validation choice sets, we aggregated the results across the two validation choice sets for each respondent. We used two measures of individual-level predictive validity. First, we measured the hit rates of predicting the highest ranked alternative in each of the two validation sets (denoted by "choice set hit rate"). This measure could be thought of as the hit rates of the "chosen" alternative.
Since the validation task involves ranking of the four alternatives in each validation set, one can derive six pair-wise choices from this ranking. We used the hit rate for these pairs as our second measure of predictive validity (denoted by "pairs hit rates"). Table 3 about here
The ASE was able to correctly predict the highest ranked alternatives in 61% of the choice sets and the pairs hit rates in 72% of the pairs. The ASE hit rates were substantially and significantly higher (p<0.01) than those of the ACA and the FPM for both the overall choice set and the pairs hit rates. The ASE provided 35-52% improvement in validation choice set hit rates over the alternative methods. The SEM, which uses the first stage of the ACA and FPM methods (i.e., without the paired comparisons), allows us to test whether ranking the attributes, breaking down the importance question into attributes' paired comparisons, and the adaptive nature of the ASE, provide an improvement over the traditional rating-based self-explicated approach. As can be seen in Table 3 , the hit rates of the ASE were substantially and significantly higher than those of the SEM (p<0.01). 9 The Kendal Tau statistic for each pair of alternatives A and B is calculated by: (2003), we also found that the predictive validity of the FPM is somewhat higher (not statistically significantly so) than that of the ACA.
It should be noted that the predicted hit rates of the random model are 25% and 50% for the choice set and pairs hit rates, respectively. All preference measurement methods tested (ASE, ACA, FPM and SEM) predict significantly better (p<0.05) than the random model.
Hierarchical Bayes Estimation-In a series of analyses using multiple datasets, Sawtooth Software,
Inc. found that estimating the ACA part-worths using a hierarchical Bayes procedure (the ACA/HB module) can lead to improvement of 3-12% in prediction ability (Sawtooth Software, Inc. 2006).
Similarly, Toubia et al. (2003) demonstrated an improvement of 3-7% in predictive validity when estimating the FPM approach using a hierarchical Bayes procedure. To provide a fair comparison between the ASE, the ACA, and the FPM, we estimated the part-worths in these methods again using a hierarchical Bayes estimation. To estimate the ASE using the hierarchical Bayes procedure, we estimated the log-linear regression using the full set of constant-sum paired comparison questions using a hierarchical Bayes log-linear regression coded in Gauss. Thus, similar to the hierarchical Bayes ACA (denoted by ACA/HB) and hierarchical Bayes FPM (denoted by FPM/HB), in hierarchical Bayes ASE (denoted by ASE/HB) the final part-worths are estimated using a hierarchical Bayes procedure from the data collected earlier. Similar to the ASE, in the ASE/HB importance for attributes in intervals that were not opened (attributes for which no paired comparison questions were asked) were linearly interpolated. We estimated the ACA/HB and FPM/HB using Sawtooth Software Inc.'s ACA/HB V. 2.0 software. 10 In all methods, the first 15,000 iterations were used as a "burn-in" and the last 5,000 iterations were used to estimate the conditional posterior distributions.
Because the SEM does not involve any estimation, there is no corresponding SEM/HB.
The choice set hit rates of the ASE/HB improved by 6% relative to those of ASE (See Table 3 ), though this difference is not statistically significant (paired samples test, p>0.4) 11 . Similarly, consistent with Sawtooth Software, Inc. (2006) and Toubia et al. (2003) we found that the choice set hit rates of the ACA/HB improved by 3% relative to those of the ACA approach and the choice set hit rates of the FPM/HB improved by 8% relative to those of the FPM. Neither of the differences is statistically significant (paired samples test, p>0.4). The prediction ability of the ASE/HB is substantially and significantly higher than that of the corresponding ACA/HB and FPM/HB. In sum, consistent with prior literature, we found a marginal improvement for estimating the partworths using a hierarchical Bayes procedure. However, this improvement is small relative to the improvement achieved from using the ASE data collection approach over the existing data collection methods.
Aggregate-Level Predictions -Thus far, we compared the alternative methods based on their predictive
accuracy of individual-level choices and rankings. These analyses suggest that the predictive accuracy of the ASE is higher than that of the alternative methods. However, preferences are often measured in order to predict aggregate choice shares. Superior predictions at the individual level do not guarantee better predictive ability at the aggregate level. Accordingly, we compared the alternative methods in terms of their ability to predict aggregate choice shares in the four validation choice sets.
We calculated the aggregate choice shares for each one of the four choice sets based on the highest ranked alternative in each choice set, i.e., the predicted choice shares were estimated using the "first choice rule". We used the mean absolute deviation (MAD) between the predicted choice shares and the actual choice shares across the four choice sets as a measure of aggregate predictive validity. 10 We used Sawtooth's ACA/HB default setting for enforcing the self-explicated constraints both within and across attributes and using only the paired comparisons data for the hierarchical Bayes calibration. 11 A simple heuristic alternative to the hierarchical Bayes estimation is to shrink the parameter estimates to the sample mean by taking a weighted sum between the individual attribute importances and the sample mean importances. We find that at a weighting of 85% for the individual importances and 15% for the sample mean maximizes the choice set and pairs hit rates. The choice set and pairs hit rates at this "optimal" shrinkage are 0.625 and 0.728, respectively. Thus, this simple shrinkage heuristic, which requires cross-validation, produces results similar to those of the ASE/HB.
In Table 4 , we report the MAD of the alternative methods estimated using the individual estimates as well as the hierarchical Bayes approach. Consistent with the individual-level predictions, the ASE and ASE/HB had lower MAD (better predictive validity) than the alternative methods.
Furthermore, the SEM predicted better than the ACA and FPM, and the FPM predicted better than the ACA. Unlike the individual-level predictions, the hierarchical Bayes procedure, which pools information across respondents, did not improve the aggregate-level predictions. Table 4 about here
Overall, the individual and aggregate-level analyses, using both classic and Bayesian estimation, strongly suggest that for the current empirical application, the predictive ability of the ASE is substantially and significantly better than that of the traditional self-explicated approach as well the two alternative adaptive methods. Needless to say, more empirical studies are needed to confirm this finding.
The Estimated Importances
The validation analyses above suggest that the prediction ability of the ASE is superior to that of the competing approaches. One possible reason for the improved predictions of the ASE in comparison to the alternative methods is that the ASE utilizes ranking and ratio-scale trade-off type questions to elicit the attribute importances as opposed to ratings scales used in the self-explicated stage of the ACA and FPM. Past research suggest that tradeoffs induced by the ranking and constant-sum questions are likely to produce more variation in the attribute importances compared to rating scales (Krosnick and Alwin 1988) .
In Figure 4 , we plot the attribute importance distributions for the alternative preference measurement methods. The average attribute importance distribution of the ASE indeed is wider than those of the alternative methods.
-
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To quantify the difference between the attribute importance distributions of the alternative methods, we calculated the coefficient of variation for each respondent and each method (m): We compute this measure at the individual respondent level and then compute its average across respondents. As expected, the ASE produces the highest variation in attribute importances and the rating-based SEM has the lowest variation (see Table 5 ). The coefficient of variation of the ASE is significantly larger (almost double in magnitude) than the coefficient of variation of all the alternative methods (p<0.01). As expected, the hierarchical Bayes procedure, which tends to shrink the individual-level estimates towards the population mean, yields a lower coefficient of variation. The coefficient of variation of the ACA and FPM is significantly larger than that of SEM (paired samples test p<0.01), suggesting that the paired comparison questions helped increase the low variation produced by the rating-based importance questions used in the first stage of these methods. This result is consistent with the findings of King, Hill and Orme (2004) who demonstrated that omitting the rating-based importance questions in the self-explicated stage of the ACA resulted in wider attribute importance distribution and improved choice share predictions.
------------------------------------------------------------------------Insert Table 5 about here -------------------------------------------------------------------------
The finding that the coefficient of variation of the ASE is much larger than that of the alternative methods, together with the improved predictive validity of the ASE, may suggest that indeed the "true" distribution of importances is wider than the attribute importance distributions predicted by the ACA, FPM, and SEM. However, it is possible that the importance distribution of the ASE is narrower or wider than the "true" distribution. To test this point, we varied the individual-level distribution of the estimated importances in each method using the following power function: I is the estimated importance for attribute j as estimated by method m, and c > 0 is a power parameter. For 1 c < the "new" variation in importances is narrower than the variation of the original estimated importances, whereas for 1 c > the modified importance distribution is wider than the original importance distribution. Two specific values of c are noteworthy. For 1 c = we obtain the original estimated importance weights, and for 0 c = we get a uniform distribution of importances. For each value of c we recalculated the importances, the resulting part-worths, and the corresponding hit rate measures. Figure 5 plots the choice set hit rates of ASE for different values of c. The choice set hit rates are maximized for c=0.7-0.8. Thus, the ASE somewhat overestimates the variation of attribute importances. When the hierarchal Bayes approach is used to estimate the ASE importances, the choice set hit rates are maximized for the original estimated importances (c=1).
We repeated the same analysis for the ACA, FPM and SEM. The power parameter values (c) that maximize the choice set hit rates for the ACA, FPM and SEM are 5.5, 4.0 and 1.0, respectively. However, the choice set hit rate for the "optimal" power parameters are not significantly better than those of the original importances (c=1). Thus, simply stretching or shrinking the importance distributions of the ACE, FPM or SEM methods does not significantly improve the predictive validity of these methods. Moreover, even at their "optimal" power parameters the predictive ability of the alternative methods was substantially and significantly poorer than the hit rates of the ASE at the original importances.
The Price Attribute -One of the criticisms about the self-explicated approach is that due to the direct questioning nature of this approach, respondents tend to underestimate the importance of socially sensitive questions (Green and Srinivasan 1990) . One of the attributes that appears in almost all conjoint analysis-type studies and may be socially sensitive is price. Indeed, it has been suggested that respondents tend to underestimate the price attribute in the self-explicated and other conjoint analysis methods (Orme 2006 ).
The ASE approach mitigates this problem by adding to the ranking task a set of paired comparison questions, which requires the respondent to trade off one attribute importance against another rather than a direct importance questioning approach. Consistent with prior literature, we found that the direct approach used in SEM to elicit the importance of the price attribute yielded the lowest price importance (Figure 4) among the four methods. In contrast, the ASE yielded the highest price importance, suggesting that ASE does not underestimate the importance of price relative to the alternative methods. To test the price importance robustness further, we varied the importance of price by multiplying the ASE's price importance estimate by a factor and compared the hit rates for different values of the multiplying factor (see Srinivasan and Park 1997 and Green and Krieger 1995 for examples of attribute importance weights modification). A factor value of lower [higher] than 1 corresponds to price importance that is lower [higher] than the one estimated by the ASE. For a multiplier of 1, we obtain the original ASE's price importance. The best predictive validity is achieved for a price importance multiplier of 0.6, however, the hit rates at a multiplier of 0.6 are not significantly different (paired samples test, p>0.1) from the original ASE's hit rates (a multiplier of 1).
Thus, there does not seem to be a systematic underestimation of the importance of price in ASE.
Reducing Respondents' Burden
One of the main advantages of adaptive methods such as the ASE, ACA and FPM is the opportunity to reduce respondents' burden by asking less questions (Toubia et al. 2003) . Reducing respondents' cognitive load is particularly important for web-based environments, where respondents' patience tends to be low (Deutskens et al. 2004 ). Since in the adaptive algorithm we open the intervals in a decreasing order of uncertainty, it is likely that the marginal contribution to predictive validity of each additional paired comparison question is decreasing. In fact, as we increase the number of paired comparison questions we may even overfit the data. Consequently, next we test the effect of reducing the number of paired comparison questions on the predictive validity of the ASE.
Recall that the maximal number of paired comparison questions for the 12 attribute improvements using the ASE method is 21 questions (three initial pairs for the top, middle, and least important attributes plus two pairs each for each of the remaining nine attributes). However, since in our empirical application the adaptive method terminates the paired comparisons stage when the differences between the top and bottom importances of all unopened intervals are zero or negative (the α parameter in Equation (3) was set equal to zero in the empirical application), the average number of paired comparison questions asked in our empirical application is 17.8. We tested the effect of reducing the number of paired comparison questions on predictive validity by estimating the individual part-worths and corresponding predictive validity measures using only the first k paired comparison questions for each individual, such that
where max i k is the overall number of paired comparison questions asked for individual i.
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As can be seen in Table 6 , the ASE performs very well even with just a few attribute importance paired comparison questions. With only 5-7 paired comparison questions the predictive validity of the ASE is similar to the predicative validity of the full ASE with all 21 paired comparison questions.
The predictive validity is maximized for 13 paired comparison questions, suggesting that beyond 13 paired comparison questions we may be overfitting the data. This result may suggest that in running the ASE, α in Equation (3) should be set to a positive number. We investigate this issue further below. Table 6 about here
One of the major differences between the ASE and the alternative preference measurement methods is that the ASE utilizes a ranking task in which respondents are asked to rank the attribute importances whereas ACA, FPM, and SEM use rating-based scales to measure the attribute importances. Previous research found ranking data to have superior reliability (e.g., Miethe 1985; Munson and McIntyre 1979; Reynolds and Jolly 1980) and validity (e.g., Alwin and Krosnick 1985; Krosnick 1999 ) over rating data. The predictive validity of the ASE with only one scaled paired comparison question (the first row in Table 6 ) allows us to study the value of the ranking stage in ASE. We found that the ASE with a desirability ratings task, attribute rankings and only one paired comparison question (comparing the most important attribute to the least important attribute in order to scale the rankings) already outperforms the ACA and the FPM with 21 paired comparison questions each. Additionally, the ASE with desirability ratings, attribute rankings and only one paired comparison question performs significantly better than SEM, suggesting that the ranking task plays an important role not only in terms of influencing the sequence of adaptive questions and importance interpolation for attributes that were not asked, but also in directly improving the predictive ability of the ASE. In fact, in the current empirical application, the attribute ranking stage contributed approximately half of the improvement in predictive validity over the competing methods and the adaptive paired comparison questions contributed the other half (the average hit rate of ACA, FPM, 12 For individuals for whom max i k k < we replaced k by max i k for that individual.
and SEM is 0.429. The hit rate for ASE with only one paired comparison is 0.519 and the hit rate for the ASE method with all paired comparisons is 0.606).
Another approach for reducing the number of paired comparison questions in the ASE is to set a more restrictive termination cutoff parameter (α ) in Equation (3). An advantage of this approach is that it allows for heterogeneity in the number of questions asked for each individual so that individuals with greater error rates (larger standard errors in their importance estimates) are terminated earlier. In Table 7 , we outline the predictive validity of the ASE with varying termination cutoff parameter values. The highest predictive validity is obtained for α between 0.6 and 0.8, which
corresponds to an average of 14-15 paired comparison questions. Consistent with the analysis in Table 6 , we found that with a very restrictive α of 2 (average of 5-7 paired comparison questions)
we obtained similar predictive validity to the one with 0 α = . Future research should investigate more generally the appropriate value of α . Table 7 about here
While the above analysis suggests that for any reasonable value of α , and for any number of paired comparisons questions, the ASE predicts better than the ACA, FPM and SEM, it also suggests that an extensive number of paired comparison questions may lead to overfitting. Accordingly, we tested whether the paired comparison questions may have led to overfitting in the ACA and FPM and compare the ACA, FPM, and ASE with a less demanding questionnaire. In Table 8 , we compare the predictive validity of the ACA, FPM, and ASE, estimated using only the first 11 paired comparison questions in each method. After only 11 paired comparison questions, the ASE and ASE/HB predict significantly better than the alternative methods. In fact, the difference in prediction ability between the ASE and the alternative methods (except the FPM/HB) is larger than the difference we reported for the full 21 paired comparison questions case (Table 3) . Consistent with Toubia et al. (2003) , we found very small improvements in predictive validity for the ACA and FPM as we increase the number of paired comparison questions from 11 to 21.
Insert Table 8 about here
The above analyses highlight that the ASE does not only significantly improve predictive ability over existing preference measurement methods, but it also permits doing so with a relatively short questionnaire. A survey that includes desirability ratings, ranking, and 5-7 adaptive paired comparison questions already demonstrates much better predictive validity than the alternative methods.
Additional Analyses
Using Only the Desirability Ratings -One of the simplest preference measurement surveys one could conduct is to ask only a set desirability ratings questions. That is, for each attribute ask the respondents to rate how desirable are each one of the attribute's levels. The desirability ratings are readily available from the first stage of the ASE, ACA, and FPM. One could then either use uniform importances or use the range of the desirability ratings across the levels of each attribute as a proxy for the attribute importance to calculate the part-worths.
We estimated the part-worths and the corresponding prediction ability of the alternative methods assuming uniform importances (an importance of 1/12 for each one of the 12 attributes).
The choice set and pairs hit rates of the ASE desirability ratings with uniform importance are 0.437 and 0.646, respectively. The choice set and pairs hit rates of the ACA desirability ratings with uniform importance are 0.367 and 0.616, respectively. The choice set and pairs hit rates of the FPM desirability ratings with uniform importance are 0.380 and 0.633, respectively. As expected, the difference in hit rates between the desirability ratings of the three methods is not statistically significant (p>0.1). The slightly higher predictive validity of the ASE's desirability ratings may be due to the 11-point rating scale used in the ASE relative to the 7-point scale used in the ACA and FPM. This finding is consistent with the suggestion of Green, Krieger and Agarwal (1991) to include a finer grained scale for self-explicated and paired comparison ratings in the ACA. The improvement in predictions derived from estimating the attribute importances using the ASE over using uniform importances is highly significant (paired samples test, p<0.01). This analysis also indicates that the improvement in prediction ability of the ASE in comparison to the ACA, FPM and SEM is not merely due to a better desirability rating stage.
A very naïve approach to estimate attribute importances using the desirability ratings is to use the difference between the ratings of the highest and lowest rated level for each attribute in the self-explicated stage as a proxy for attribute importance. The mean correlation between the difference in the desirability ratings between the lowest and highest levels of an attribute, and the ASE importances is only 0.245, suggesting that such a naïve approach is not likely to have high predictive validity. To test this point further, we estimated the attribute importances as a weighted sum between the ASE importances and the importances that are based on the desirability questions only. Thus, the importance for attribute j is:
For w=1 we get the ASE method's importances and for w=0 we get the naïve method's importances in which the attribute importance is based on the range of desirability ratings for each attribute.
The choice set and pairs hit rates of the desirability rating-based importances (w=0) are 0.279 and 0.514, respectively. These predictions are significantly worse than those of the ASE, ACA, FPM and SEM, and are not significantly different from the hit rates expected by chance. Thus, we conclude that the predictive validity of a short survey that utilizes only the desirability ratings is low.
That being said, we found that one can slightly improve predictive accuracy of the ASE approach by utilizing the desirability ratings-based importances. The "optimal" weight between the ASE importances and desirability ratings-based importances (w) that maximizes the choice set and pairs hit rates is 99% weight for the ASE importances and only 1% for the ratings-based importances. The corresponding hit rates are 0.625 for the choice set hit rates and 0.721 for the pairs hit rates.
The ASE Log-Linear Regression -The log-linear regression used to estimate the importances produced very good fit for the constant-sum paired comparison data. The average R 2 across respondents is 0.96. The stated importance rankings from the ranking stage and the estimated importances ranking from the adaptive paired comparison questions were highly correlated. The average rank order correlation between the stated and estimated importance ranking is 0.82 ρ =
. On average, respondents had only 1.9 paired comparison questions (11%) that were inconsistent with their original importance ranking; most of these are closer to the end of the survey when the "true" difference between importances is likely to be low.
Next, we tested the robustness of the log-linear regression. First, we tested for order effect in the presentation of the paired comparison questions, by estimating the log-linear regression described in section 2 with an intercept. A positive intercept means that the top attributes received higher importance. While the estimated intercept is statistically significant and positive, the predictive validities of the model with and without an intercept were almost identical.
Another possible problem with the log-linear regression is the problem of heteroskedasticity, where the variance of the residuals of the regression may be decreasing or increasing with the cardinal number of paired comparison questions. To test for heteroskedasticity we ran a regression of the log-linear regression's squared residuals on the paired comparison question number. The regression produced a very small average adjusted R 2 (Adj. R 2 =0.07) suggesting that to the extent that any heteroskedasticity exists it is very small. Similarly, we tested for autocorrelation in the log-linear regression. Autocorrelation may exist in the ASE since when we open an interval in the adaptive procedure we compare the attribute at the middle of the interval to the attribute at the top and to the attribute at the bottom of the interval. Thus, the middle attribute appears in two consecutive observations in the log-linear regression. To test for autocorrelation, we calculated the correlation between the residuals of these pairs of paired comparison questions. The average adjusted R 2 for these autocorrelations is small (Adj. R 2 =0.10). This result is consistent with the finding of Bechtel, Ofir and Khuri (1995) who found that for a series of rating-based paired comparison questions, the GLS and OLS estimations produced identical parameter estimates. Thus, we conclude that the degree of autocorrelation in the ASE log-linear regression is not substantial.
Since the ASE method involves adaptive choice of questions it is susceptible to endogeneity bias (Hauser and Toubia 2005; Liu, Otter, and Allenby 2007) . Hauser and Toubia (2005) demonstrate that for utility-balanced questions, such as the ones used in ACA, endogeneity may lead to biased partworth estimates such that large part-worths are biased downwards and small part-worths are biased upwards, leading to a "flat" distribution of part-worths and importances. Indeed, in the second empirical application, we find that ACA leads to a "flat" distribution of importances and the prediction ability of the ACA could be enhanced by "stretching" the importance distribution derived from it. The ASE, on the other hand, did not suffer from a "flat" importance distribution. Since the ASE does not use utility-balanced questions, we believe that the bias reported by Hauser and Toubia is less likely to occur for ASE. Furthermore, when comparing the performance of our proposed approach relative to the ACA across the two empirical applications, the improvement in predictions of the ASE over the ACA is much larger than that of the fixed orthogonal design self-explicated approach (which, by definition, doesn't suffer from endogeneity bias), suggesting that to the extent endogeneity exists in the ASE it does not make predictions worse. Finally, following Liu, Otter, and
Allenby (2007), all paired comparison data are used in the estimation, thus the likelihood principle is satisfied and conditioned on the data the endogeneity problem in estimation could be ignored.
Post Survey Feedback and Survey Duration-Following the ASE, ACA, and FPM survey, we asked respondents for feedback about their experience with the preference measurement task. Specifically we asked respondents to rate on a 7-point scale the difficulty and clarity of the task, the degree of enjoyment from completing the task, and their personal assessment of how well the survey was able to capture their preferences (this is only perceived assessment of the ability of the method to capture preferences since respondents did not see the estimated preferences). We found that respondents enjoyed the ASE significantly more than the ACA and FPM tasks (p=0.05). On the other hand, respondents found the ACA task significantly clearer than the ASE (p<0.03), but this difference was not significant between FPM and ASE, even though the FPM and ACA share identical respondent's interface. Indeed, we did not find significant difference between the FPM and ACA for any of the survey feedback questions. There was no significant difference between the three methods in terms of the perceived task difficulty.
We also compared the alternative methods in terms of the time taken to complete the task. The ASE took on average 906 seconds to complete in comparison to 867 for the ACA and 1,296 second for the FPM. The difference between the ACA and ASE is not statistically significant (p>0.1), the FPM took significantly longer than the ACA and ASE (p<0.01) most likely due to the 6-8 seconds delay between the paired comparison questions resulting from the adaptive calculation of the best polyhedron in the FPM. As discussed above, the ASE's performance with only seven paired comparison questions was similar to the performance with the full set of an average of 18 paired comparison questions. With only seven paired comparison questions, the ASE would have taken approximately 760 seconds to complete, making it the shortest survey.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this research we propose an improved self-explicated approach that breaks down the constant-sum allocation question used to capture attribute importances into a rank order task plus a set of constant-sum allocations between pairs of attributes. We first considered a fixed orthogonal design approach to generate the set of constant-sum paired comparison questions. Using MBA choices among actual job offers we demonstrated that the fixed orthogonal design self-explicated approach provides a slightly higher (not statistically significant) predictive validity compared to the ACA. Next, we extend this approach by adaptively choosing the constant-sum paired comparison questions to maximize the information elicited from each question. In an empirical application using digital cameras, we found that the percentage of top choices correctly predicted by the ASE is 35-52% higher than that of the ACA, FPM, and the rating-based self-explicated approach (SEM) estimated at the individual level or using hierarchical Bayes estimation. Hierarchical Bayes estimation slightly improved the predictive validity of the ASE. The ASE approach leads to wider importance distributions relative to the ACA, FPM, and SEM. In our empirical application, the attributes' ranking stage in the ASE contributed to about half of the improvement in predictive validity of the ASE relative to the competing methods and the adaptive paired comparison questions contributed the other half. A major advantage of the proposed ASE is that it allows estimating respondents' preferences even when the number of attributes is relatively large. Furthermore, for our empirical application with 12 product attributes, we found that even for a relatively short questionnaire with desirability ratings questions, ranking of attribute importances, and only 5-7 paired comparison questions, the ASE produces much better predictions compared to alternative methods. Another advantage of the proposed ASE is that it utilizes a simple log-linear regression to estimate the adaptive procedure and the derived attribute importances, making it easy to implement.
We believe that it would be useful to replicate our empirical application with a larger sample size and using additional product categories. Additionally, future research could examine the performance of the ASE for problems with an even larger number of product attributes. 
